[Structure and stability of cointegrating plasmids mediated by the IS1 elements in transposon delta Tn9'].
In order to elucidate the structural features of the transposon Tn9', representative of the Tn9 family, which define the ability of the transposon to produce unstable cointegrates, we have obtained a derivative of this transposon carrying a deletion in its central region. The deletion in the obtained transposon delta Tn9' covers a DNA segment of about 50 bp in length, occupying the most distal position in relation to the cat gene, at its junction with the right copy of the IS1. The structure and stability of the IS1/delta Tn9'-mediated cointegrates between the plasmids pDK57.1 (pBR322::delta Tn9') and pRP3.1, a deletion derivative of RP1, have been studied. The three types of cointegrates were found. Those of the type I are predominantly formed, due to the left copy of the IS1 which in delta Tn9' occupies proximal position to the promoter of the cat gene. These cointegrates contain three copies of IS1 and are of high stability. The cointegrates of the type II contain two entire copies of delta Tn9' (i.e. four copies of IS1) as well as the structures of the type II, representing the cointegrate equivalent of inverse transposition and also containing four copies of IS1. Cointegrates of the type II and III dissociate efficiently in the rec+ cells but, in contrast to the cointegrates mediated by the original transposon Tn9', are unable to dissociate efficiently in the recA- cells. It was concluded that a DNA segment in the central region of Tn9' may be essential for the expression of the IS1-specific resolvase encoded by the right copy of IS1.